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Implemented (“Precision”) Grammar
What is an “implemented grammar”?
● A grammatical description in com-put-er-pro-cess-able for-mat
● Implemented as a morphosyntactic parser
● Often in a HPSG approach 
● Used for corpus-based test-ing of grammar pre-dic-tions and linguistic hy-
poth-e-ses in general 
Why can an implemented grammar be useful in Documentary Linguistics? 
● An implemented grammar can be an alternative to the traditional (‘Moselian’) 




our test language 
● Uralic language, spoken by about 160,000 speakers in northern Russia
● Relatively vital, but definitely endangered due to language shift to Russian
● Existing linguistic descriptions focus on phonology and morphology
● Orthographic standard, in which much material has been published
● Interest in preservation and further development, also in creating language 
technology for teaching and to increase its functionality in the digital age
Computational linguistics (NLP) = the analysis and generation of natural 
language






Background NLP and Language Technology
(North Saami, http://divvun.no/korrektur/speller-demo.html)
Workflow 
● Our work relies on the NLP infrastructure available for Northern Eurasian 
endangered languages at Giellatekno. At the beginning of our workflow are 
speech recordings with aligned transcriptions in ELAN
●
● Finite-State morphology (FST) is used for rule-based modeling of stems 
and segmental affixes, as well as complex morphophonological rules 
●
● Additional rules following Constraint Grammar (CG) are implemented for 
syntactic disambiguation and tagging dependency relations
●  
● The source code and documentation is being developed using an SVN 
versioning system and is available under a GNU public license
Workflow: illustration
● Fieldwork (or “archive work”, digitization, etc.)
●
● ELAN, transcription, translation
●
● Writing rules FST, CG, maintaining lexicon
●
● Applying grammar into texts in ELAN
○ Manual corrections for selected texts
○ Improving the grammar
FST / CG 
We apply grammar-based (“symbolic”) NLP: the linguist writes a formalized 
machine-readable version of the grammar, and compiles it into a program capable 
of analyzing (and also generating) text input.
Finite-state transducer: modeling stems, affixes, linear morphology 
(Shoebox/Toolbox/FLEx/ELAN do this, too)
Two-Level-Morphology: modeling non-linear morphology  
(Shoebox/Toolbox/FLEx/ELAN cannot do this!)
Constraint Grammar: disambiguation and dependency tagging 














FST / CG: Ме чери ог сёй ‘I don't eat fish’
FST / CG: Ме чери ог сёй ‘I don't eat fish’
Full analysis (incl. dependency structure)
ме ме +Pron+Pers+Sg1+Nom @SUBJ> #1->3
чери чери +N+Sg+Nom @OBJ> #2->4
ог оз +V+Neg+Ind+Prs+Sg1 @FAUX #3->0
сёй сёйны +V+ConNeg @IMV #4->3
. . +CLB #5->3
Pros and cons 
Sketch grammar Implemented grammar
Learning curve ✅ Common methodology for 
OWL
❌ Steep learning curve 
(command line tools) for OWL
Application ❌ Cannot be applied as a 
corpus annotation tool
✅  Can be directly applied as a 
corpus annotation tool




grammar-based NLP is 
time-consuming
Audience of the grammar ❗Comparative linguists, 
specialists in the respective 
language (perhaps also 
community members, 
teachers, etc.)
❗Computational linguists (less 
likely to be community 
members, teachers, etc.)
Summary
An implemented grammar for documentation, description and revitalization 
● Our approach is fundamentally different from common grammaticographical 
approaches in Documentary Linguistics in practice
●
● It is not different in its aims:
○ ensuring that there are resources for this language (basic documentation)
○ providing sufficient analyses for linguistic research
○ creating something that is useful for the community (> creates preliminaries for digital 
infrastructure)
●
● In its results, it goes far beyond common approaches and links Documentary 
Linguistics closer to established NLP methods in corpus linguistics 
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